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COVID-19 and Cyber –  
Foreshadowing Future  
Non-Kinetic Hybrid Warfare

Rob Schrier

ABSTRACT  
2020 was a year like no other in our lifetime. The COVID-19 Pandemic had a 
broadly evident and devastating impact on our health, our society, and our  
economy. Less evident have been adversaries’ attempts to employ cyber-attacks[1] 
to exacerbate the pandemic through cyber-based disruption, exploitation and 
cyber-driven disinformation. The focus of this essay is on the nexus between cyber 
security and our future biological threat security (biothreat security). This article 
begins with a few key questions. What have we learned from observing adversary 
cyber tradecraft this year? What can we surmise our adversaries have learned  
from trying to take advantage of the current pandemic that they will use against 
the US in the future? More importantly, what can we extrapolate from these  
observations for the future of cyber-attack as the key element of strategic hybrid 
non-kinetic warfare?

My worst-case version of the future envisions adversaries creating or taking 
advantage of biothreat security events (or natural disasters) and using cy-
ber-attacks and disinformation in multiple ways to aggravate the situation in 
a new form of hybrid non-kinetic warfare. We must predict the adversary’s 

potential strategies for the future cyber-driven hybrid non-kinetic warfare and we must 
determine what we must do to prevent, preempt, or counter that future with our own dis-
ruptive campaigns. As a nation we need a level of resolve we do not have today to defend 
ourselves against cyber-attacks and their effects. While biothreat security is the sole focus 
of this essay, many of these ideas can be applied to climate events and other disruptions 
that impact key areas of the critical infrastructure, and our security more generally. 
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2020 OBSERVATIONS
The 2020 pandemic with its societal impacts pro-

vided a rich environment for cyber adversaries. While 
COVID-19 has had global impact, so have the increases 
in 2020 cyber-attacks, and this confluence has prompt-
ed several pundits to characterize 2020 as the year of 
“the Cyber Pandemic”.[2] The 2020 cyber-attack land-
scape was quite widespread. We witnessed direct cy-
ber-attacks on health organizations including the World 
Health Organization, pharmaceutical companies, med-
ical research organizations and individuals through 
health-focused phishing emails. There were undoubt-
edly cyber-attack attempts to impact the outcome of 
the 2020 US federal election. We witnessed a surge in 
ransomware attacks against a range of targets includ-
ing hospitals, schools, and local governments, some of 
which seemed motivated to exacerbate both the health 
and societal impacts of the pandemic. We witnessed 
perhaps the deepest, broadest supply-chain attack ever 
observed against the US government, and private in-
dustry.[3] Growing cyber-enabled disinformation attacks 
were a major feature of the 2020 cyber landscape. 
While it is hard to measure their long-term impact yet, 
there undoubtedly was some significant impact. As the 
American workforce largely transformed overnight 
from an office workforce to a remote workforce, we col-
lectively became far more vulnerable to cyber-attack. In 
October 2020, 58% of the American workforce worked 
remotely either all or some of the time. The number was 
even higher in April 2020.[4] There is the prospect that a 
significant increase in remote work is here to stay. Also, 
much as the aftermath of 9/11 saw an increased focus 
on security against terror threats, an increased focus on 
biothreat security will hopefully be here to stay.

How Adversaries Can Employ Cyber-Attack

The focus for the rest of this article is about how our 
adversaries will use cyber-attacks to achieve strategic 
non-kinetic hybrid warfare objectives in the future and 
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what we should do to keep them from being successful. Too many of us regard cyber-attacks 
as being for “cyber sake” and do not focus attention on cyber as a means to a strategic end. 
While none of this is new, our experiences with the 2020 pandemic have raised the likelihood 
of cyber-attack being the critical ingredient of future strategic hybrid non-kinetic warfare, es-
pecially events involving biothreat security.  

2020 has clearly shown how vulnerable our security against biothreats is, whether against 
natural biological events, manmade biological attacks or adversary-driven natural biological 
attacks. The impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, beyond the pure health aspects, are indisput-
able and they have exposed cyber vulnerabilities in every facet of our health ecosystem. They 
have also exposed vulnerabilities in our broader supply chain and redefined how we view the 
supply chain. For example, early in the pandemic, normally routine daily items like toilet pa-
per, paper towels, cleaning and disinfecting products were in short supply and therefore a huge 
focus of the population and a potentially exploitable vulnerability. There was also a variety of 
domestic and global food supplies that had trouble reaching the shelves of grocery stores, cre-
ating a sense of a food shortage, even though there never actually was a food shortage in the 
US.[5]  Finally, cyber-driven disinformation has clearly exacerbated the impact of the pandemic, 
our processes to measure and quantify their specific impacts are immature and still evolving.  

Health Ecosystem Cyber Threat Landscape

So, I would like to offer my incomplete layperson’s view of the health ecosystem cyber threat 
landscape as an adversary might see it. This is by no means a comprehensive examination by 
a biothreat security expert, so it is bound to be incomplete. 

There are key vulnerabilities in every facet of the health ecosystem, including data security 
and health privacy information, health infrastructure and process security which also include 
research, clinical health practices, communications and public health, and public and govern-
ment perceptions of the validity of the science and data. As adversaries look to employ cyber 
to achieve outcomes against this ecosystem, the following are exemplars of both public and pri-
vate vulnerable areas they may target, though again this is by no means a comprehensive list:

mMedical equipment and medically relevant cyber systems used for research, medical 
storage, testing and treatment, to include remote care, in both the private, non-profit 
and public domains

mMedical equipment and their cyber systems used in creating or distributing pharma-
ceuticals and active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs)

mCyber systems associated with medical databases, health surveillance data, patient 
information and health records

mCyber systems associated with government organizations overseeing healthcare and 
managing research, such as the CDC, NIH, FDA and others
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mMedical communications systems that convey medical appointments, test results and 
other information through cyber driven communications systems (generating emails, 
text messages, etc. to patients or staff)

mThe underlying supply chain driving the entire health ecosystem

mThe private and professional emails of doctors, researchers, nurses, local, state, tribal, 
and federal government officials associated with the health ecosystem

mDisinformation against the general population and personnel in the health ecosystem.

While each of these cyber vulnerable areas is threatened individually, an even more serious 
strategic threat comes from an adversary mounting a campaign with attacks in several of these 
areas, planned in a way to achieve a specific strategic goal. Our adversaries have gained a tre-
mendous amount of open-source intelligence by observing the pandemic this year through the 
lens of categories such as those listed above.

Cyber Driven Hybrid Non-Kinetic Warfare Scenarios

This leads us to the future of cyber-driven hybrid non-kinetic warfare and the central role 
that cyber may play in every facet of non-kinetic conflict. So, let’s walk through a few represen-
tative, realistic future scenarios. 

These scenarios could begin with either a natural biological event or with a manmade bi-
ological attack. For purposes of these scenarios, we focus on a natural biological event. An 
adversary will employ cyber-attacks in a number of ways to transform the biological event 
into a far more strategically consequential attack. The adversary will consider the primary 
outcomes it wishes to bring about. Does it want to focus on increasing loss of life or number 
of ill/casualties, overwhelming our healthcare system? Sow confusion to impact our economy, 
create societal friction, or undermine confidence in the government? Sow mistrust among US 
Allies? Degrade some industry or service to increase its own international market share or 
international political standing? While we may never know the precise motivation behind an 
adversary’s cyber actions, it is important to regard the adversary in terms of the strategic mo-
tivations that may drive its coordinated actions. 

To realize these goals, an adversary may want to cause failures (either recognized or not 
recognized) in medical equipment or databases, which will result in degrading healthcare de-
livery. It can corrupt health surveillance data that will impact decision making, testing and 
treatment. The adversary may attack actual medical equipment or accompanying infrastruc-
ture and communications to disrupt our response, such as within testing or manufacturing 
equipment. For example, if an adversary blocks or deletes a database that contains the list 
of patients eligible and prioritized for a vaccine or treatment, then long lines waiting for that 
vaccine or treatment will grind to a halt and healthcare will be delayed for a large number of 
people. A similar scenario involves an adversary interdicting an automated process to notify 
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patients via text message or email of their medical appointment times for tests, vaccines, or 
treatment, that then send a large number of patients to healthcare locations to overwhelm and 
confuse the healthcare system. 

The adversary may take steps to disrupt the medical research process. It can achieve this 
through compromising research equipment or the integrity of the research data, or by using 
disinformation through the introductions of false reports (variants of concern, vaccine efficacy, 
vaccine resistance, greater disease transmission, higher lethality, false alternative treatments, 
etc.) and combining this disinformation with the cyber compromises. 

There are even more insidious or nefarious potential scenarios. An adversary can interfere 
with or corrupt the manufacture and distribution of pharmaceuticals, APIs, vaccine, or testing. 
The adversary can conduct cyber exploitation of the entire health ecosystem to gain intelli-
gence advantage and targeting data. As part of this scenario, undoubtedly a part of any adver-
sary cyber-attack campaign will include the attack and exploitation of email accounts associ-
ated with public or private healthcare officials through phishing attacks and other means. The 
adversary will then use disinformation as a weapon to exacerbate the strategic impact of any of 
the above scenarios. The disinformation will be critical to getting our general population to lose 
confidence in vaccines, testing, treatments, and overall effectiveness of the public and private 
health care system. Almost all information paths are cyber-based (or at least cyber-influenced); 
therefore, the cyber and cognitive elements of disinformation are intertwined. 

The most troubling aspect of the scenarios above is that a determined adversary will weave 
together several of its cyber-attack capabilities into a focused campaign. That is why the 
above scenarios are representative and not meant to be comprehensive. The key point is that 
an adversary’s campaign approach poses a very serious strategic danger to the US and our 
Allies. In a sense the US was lucky in the current pandemic, as it seems no adversary had 
a multi-faceted campaign already in place and could not take full advantage of cyber vul-
nerabilities across our entire biosecurity ecosystem. However, some were opportunists with 
capabilities ready to employ and we should assume they have observed and learned from 
2020 actions—theirs and ours. 

Accepting the Premise of Cyber-Attack Driven Hybrid Non-Kinetic Warfare, What Steps 
Can the US Government Take?

I have painted some dire scenarios for the future. We must not passively accept these sce-
narios as inevitable. First, we must face the brutal facts regarding both our level of vulner-
ability and our adversaries’ will and intentions. Second, we must be resolute, even through 
all the challenges, to gain and maintain an upper hand. We need to be willing both to have a 
sense of urgency and to regard this as a long game and demand that government, industry, 
non-profits, and academia put tremendous energy into solving these problems as if our na-
tional safety and security depend on it—as it does. 
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The best way the US can ensure that adversaries can never actualize the above scenarios 
or other cyber threats to our biothreat security, both in pandemic events but also in broader 
biothreat events, is to create a whole-of-nation campaign to disrupt our adversaries and keep 
the cyber risk to our biothreat security very low. The following are the key elements of that 
campaign.

mThe government must continue to prioritize and significantly expand “persistent 
engagement” as the cornerstone of our overall cyber defense.[6] We must continuously 
contest our cyber adversaries outside of US networks to keep them off balance. We 
will never successfully defend our health ecosystem from cyberattack just by trying to 
close down vulnerabilities within our own networks. This tracks with a recommenda-
tion from the Solarium Commission’s Recommendation Pillar 6 (Preserve and Employ 
the Military Instrument of National Power).[7]

mThe US must develop a comprehensive biothreat security strategy that includes a 
focused effort to assess and improve cybersecurity and cyber defense across the entire 
public and private health ecosystem. This will be a major undertaking that will require 
public, private, non-profit and academic collaboration. 

mImmediately implement the Solarium Commission’s Recommendation Pillar 1 (Re-
form the U.S. Government's Structure and Organization for Cyberspace).  The govern-
ment must create a National Cyber Director as outlined in the report to kickstart a 
whole-of-government approach to national Cyber Defense and accelerate building the 
public-private partnership. 

 - I urge moving beyond one of the Commission’s recommendations and opting for  
 my more aggressive recommendation to create an effective national level 24/7   
 cyber defense operational capability.[8]

mImplement the Commission’s Recommendation Pillar 5 (Operationalize Cybersecu-
rity Collaboration with the Private Sector). Building an operationally credible pri-
vate-non-profit-international-US government partnership will produce a critical layer 
of cyber defense which today may be our weakest area. We need to find innovative 
ways to harness the enormous cyber power of the private sector, who will be critical in 
securing our health ecosystem including key medical equipment. 

mFinally, we need to develop and implement a national strategy to prevent, counter and 
mitigate the impacts of disinformation against US and Allied interests. This strategy 
should be developed with a focus largely on cyber-attack since cyberspace is a key 
factor in virtually all facets of disinformation and should be developed as part of the 
broader cyber recommendations and not apart from them. Preempting and countering 
disinformation must become a key part of our defending forward strategy. 
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The key will be for the US to execute these recommendations as a continuous campaign, 
since the strategic biothreat security threats to our nation are here to stay. Our strength will be 
in coordinating efforts to carry out the above recommendations and combining their effects. 
While there will be those who disagree with my specific recommendations, my hope and ex-
pectation is that my depiction of the threat landscape and representative scenarios will spark 
further dialogue and debate, so as a nation we can put our tremendous energy into solutions 
for these problems that our national safety and security can depend on over the long term.   
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